Resolved: Known Issue - KI9.2-115_BP: HCM Import to Budget Prep
Imports Deleted Job Rows

UPDATED: November 25, 2019

STATUS: Resolved

RESOLUTION: As of Release 5.50, dated November 25, 2019, the HCM Import process was updated to import Job and Position data directly from OneUSG instead of from copies of those tables in Financials that can sometimes get out of sync. This fix also adds messages where Positions are dropped during import due to data issues related to certain types of position transfers.

NAVIGATION: NavBar > Navigator > BOR Menus > BOR Budget Prep > Budget Prep Processing > HCM Import

ISSUE: The HCM Import process uses a copy of the Job table in Financials as a data source. When users create Job rows in OneUSG, the rows message to Job in Financials.

However, when users deleted rows in OneUSG these rows would still appear in the Job table in Financials. These deleted rows imported if the row for an employee had a greater effective date than the row which should have imported from OneUSG.

ORIGINALLY POSTED: March 27, 2019

MORE INFORMATION AND SUPPORT: For business impact issues, contact the ITS Helpdesk at helpdesk@usg.edu or via the ITS Customer Services website.